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Abstract
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With the rapid growth in smart phone industry, security has
become a matter of concern for both customers and
manufacturers. Though manufacturers are implementing
industry standard security measures, customers are not
using them as they are not user friendly. The goal of this
research is not to find a new encryption protocol rather to
implement an existing security protocol and reduce its
latency.. We have introduced a context aware system,
ConSec, which encrypts and decrypts individual application
based on user context. We also compare the performance
between the traditional full disk encryption and ConSec
system.
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Most of the popular mobile operating systems have added
these encryption as an option to protect their customers’
data and privacy. But these algorithms have some
performance issues that discourage the users from using
them. Though these encryption policies are quite of capable
of securing the phone data, due to a lack of proper time
management, they are not used by the users. Current
industry standard is the AES encryption. Almost all of the
smart phone platforms implement AES encryption for
security purposes. The most significant aspect of this
research is that it would allow the customers to encourage
using encryption to prevent major data theft. Mobile
platforms have limited resources such as battery and
computing power. To obtain desired performance,
applications written for mobile platforms also have to be
efficient. Context provides an insight of relevant user
information that can help prioritize important data. We
implemented context of user information to decrease the
latency of encryption algorithms. ConSec is a Java library
that can be implemented with the application source code.
ConSec can take critical security decisions based on user
context.
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Currently Android supports full disk encryption. Android
started encrypting data as a security in their devices from
Android 4.0. It uses AES 128 encryption protocol for
encryption purposes. Figures 1, 2 and 3 shows that full disk
encryption often can take up to an hour depending on the
device.
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___________________________________________________
Algorithm
___________________________________________________
1. Initialization: ConSec Manger checks if user is busy or
not.
2. If user is busy then
3. Wait and go to ConSec Manager
4. else if check for decrypted applications (n) // n
represents the number of decrypted applications
5. If n > 0 then
6. Compare context with Context Database
7. Call ConSec Library
8. Encrypt application
9. Send encrypted application UID to ConSec Manager
10. else if wait and go to ConSec Manager
11. end if
12. end if
13. end if
14. end if
___________________________________________________

Figure 4: ConSec Architecture

Conclusion and Future work

ConSec Manager coordinates with other components
(Application Manager, Context Aware Agent, databases)
and encrypts individual applications at a time after user
permission. It starts encryption process with the least
frequently used application. As all the less frequently used
applications are encrypted, CM accesses Context Database
to access user profile and encrypts the most frequently
applications according to necessity. This process takes place
when the system is idle and user is not using any RAM or
CPU. Whenever user attempts to use the system, CM would
use a least possible RAM and CPU to finish (encrypt) the
task at present and stop its activity.

The research is in its initial stage. We will be using some
open source libraries for building the Context Aware Agent
and ConSec Library. Currently Android operating system
supports full disk encryption. Hopefully, if the research is
successful, it can offer same level of security to the
applications as full disk encryption but with lower latency.
Moreover, there is no need to ‘root’ the device. The system is
designed such that it works behind the background. Thus, it
adds a higher abstraction than the traditional security
policies. For future, the other unfinished tasks can be done
to complete the research. Also, if necessary, some
components can be written for System Services Layer.

